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Abstract: The energy utilization of the transportation industry is increasing tremendously. The
battery is one of the primary energy sources for a green and clean mode of transportation, but
variations in driving profiles (NYCC, Artemis Urban, WLTP class-1) and higher C-rates affect the
battery performance and lifespan of battery electric vehicles (BEVs). Hence, as a singular power
source, batteries have difficulty in tackling these issues in BEVs, highlighting the significance of
hybrid-source electric vehicles (HSEVs). The supercapacitor (SC) and photovoltaic panels (PVs) are
the auxiliary power sources coupled with the battery in the proposed hybrid electric three-wheeler
(3W). However, energy management strategies (EMS) are critical to ensure optimal and safe power
allocation in HSEVs. A novel adaptive Intelligent Hybrid Source Energy Management Strategy
(IHSEMS) is proposed to perform energy management in hybrid sources. The IHSEMS optimizes
the power sources using an absolute energy-sharing algorithm to meet the required motor power
demand using the fuzzy logic controller. Techno-economic assessment wass conducted to analyze the
effectiveness of the IHSEMS. Based on the comprehensive discussion, the proposed strategy reduces
peak battery power by 50.20% compared to BEVs. It also reduces the battery capacity loss by 48.1%,
44%, and 24%, and reduces total operation cost by 60%, 43.9%, and 23.68% compared with standard
BEVs, state machine control (SMC), and frequency decoupling strategy (FDS), respectively.

Keywords: absolute energy sharing; electric vehicle; hybrid source energy management strategy;
supercapacitor; techno-economic analysis

1. Introduction

In the present day, an energy predicament and environmental pollution are critical
issues caused due to the acceleration in global energy demand. Expanding economy,
population, and industrialization will increase India’s energy demand by 2040. Energy
utilization has doubled in India since 2000, 80% of which is still sourced from coal, oil,
and biomass [1]. The significance of alternative sustainable and green energy sources is
essential due to the exhausting resources and environmental impacts of fossil fuel energy.
India’s ambitions in energy policy are to reach a target of 450 GW of renewable energy by
2030, with a surplus improvement in battery energy storage and cost-competitiveness in
solar PV. By 2040, India expects to have the largest battery capacity globally: 140 GW in
the Stated Policies Scenario (STEPS) and 200 GW in the Sustainable Development Scenario
(SDS) [2]. The intensity of emissions from India’s economy is projected to improve by 40%
from 2000 to 2030, and the electricity generation capacity from non-fossil fuels is expected
to reach around 60% and above the Nationally Determined Contribution (NDC) of 40%.
India leads in the expansion of clean energy technologies and exhibits in its market for solar
PVs, wind turbines, and lithium-ion battery equipment to over USD 40 billion per year by
2040 [3]. This tremendous growth will enable India to be a highly sustainable nation with
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industrial and commercial opportunities from clean energy that are even more prominent
in the future.

Transportation plays a significant role in the global economy, and its energy require-
ment has increased tremendously to reach 29%, with massive growth in the past decade [4].
Meanwhile, the transportation industry has contributed almost two-thirds of oil demand
and nearly one quarter of global carbon dioxide emissions from fuel combustion [5]. By
2050, renewable energy will occupy two-thirds of total energy consumption. By incorporat-
ing renewable electricity with electrified transportation, carbon emissions can be reduced
by 60% by 2050, ensuring a sustainable and green mode of transportation [6]. For the next
two decades, the energy demand for road transport is expected to double in the STEPS.
Moreover, increasing numbers of two/three-wheeled vehicles directs such policies toward
less energy-intensive options [7]. A shift towards electrification limits the growth in oil
demand to less than 1 mb/d under the SDS [8]. In the SDS, additional capital is USD
1.4 trillion above the level in the STEPS required for clean energy technologies by 2040 [9].
India’s clean energy transition lays the foundation for energy security.

The transition of transportation mode is highly essential where Lithium-ion batteries
are the most widely used energy source in battery electric vehicles (BEVs) due to their
higher energy density (250–400 Wh/kg), high energy efficiency (90–95%), wide operating
temperature range (−20 °C–60 °C), and low self-discharge (0.5–2%) per month [10–12].
Although BEVs are developed with improved performance and comfort in mind, specific
issues with lithium-ion batteries hinder their wider adoption. As per previous research,
30–50% of consumers today are interested in purchasing an EV. However, the adoption rate
remains low due to various barriers. High and fluctuating C-rates (IB/CB), cell temperature,
number of discharge and charge cycles, and depth of discharge (DOD) cause a depletion of
the battery life cycle and still exist as significant issues in lithium-ion batteries [13]. The
severity of these battery issues is not similar for all users and varies based on different
driving and environmental conditions [14]. Battery management systems (BMS) limit
such issues to an extent by monitoring and ensuring the safety of battery packs [15]. The
automotive industry’s strategy to increase range is with the addition of battery packs,
but, in turn, this increases the weight, the need for high-power charging stations, and
CO2 emissions. The requirement for high-power charging stations is the reason why the
development of charging infrastructure heavily constrains the adoption of electric vehicles.
Since the battery is the single source available to handle sudden and fluctuating load
demands in BEVs due to varying driving profiles, alternate strategies are necessary to
ensure optimal battery operation [16].

Batteries, fuel cells, supercapacitors, and solar PVs are clean energy sources, and differ-
ent combinations of these sources form the hybrid source systems in EVs. A supercapacitor
(SC) coupled with a battery handles the transient load current of the EV. SC response and
power density (greater than 10,000 W/kg) are higher than that of batteries (300–1000 W/kg);
thus, it can ensure battery safety [17,18]. However, varying driving and environmental
conditions can further affect battery life and performance. Fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEVs)
are formed by the coupling of fuel cells and batteries as the hybrid source [19]. Even though
FCEVs are the future of EVs, customer reliability is highly affected by the non-availability
of fuel cell charging stations [20]. Countries such as Afghanistan, Argentina, Australia, the
Middle East, and African countries can employ solar panels to charge EV sources during
the daytime, since their conditions for solar PVs are excellent (average daily output exceeds
4.5 kW hours per installed kilowatt of capacity) (kWh/kWp) [21].

Electric vehicles utilizing hybrid sources are called hybrid-source electric vehicles
(HSEVs). DC–DC converters interconnect the hybrid sources and improve the vehicle’s
efficiency and range. Kouchachvili et al. demonstrated a Battery–Supercapacitor vehicle
with passive topology drawbacks [22]. Direct parallel connection without any converter af-
fects each source’s safety and effective utilization. Higher DC bus voltage fluctuations exist
due to the unregulated DC bus adversely affecting the EV motor drive performance [23].
Nguyen et al. demonstrated an SC-controlled semi-active configuration that improves
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the energy management among the battery and SC [24]. Semi-active topology affects the
effective utilization of SCs, since they are directly connected to the DC bus and cause
improper DC bus voltage regulation. Vargas et al. [25] and Pranoy et al. [26] demon-
strated a fully active-controlled bi-directional buck-boost converter with a multi-input
single-output structure. The topology enables reduced voltage ratings for the sources since
the converters individually control them. Cabrane et al. presented a detailed compari-
son of existing topologies for hybrid sources with Battery, SC, and PV combinations [27].
A fully active topology ensures that the highest performance is utilized in hybrid-source
EVs. Moreover, the allocation of power among each source plays a prime role in the sys-
tem’s overall efficiency. Energy Management Strategies (EMS) perform this task and ensure
optimal power sharing between the hybrid sources.

EMS plays a significant role in the overall energy efficiency and performance of the
HSEV. It defines the power allocation towards each source in the hybrid system, considering
the vehicle and source conditions. The majority of hybrid-source EVs employ a rule-based
and fuzzy-based EMS due to its ease of real-time implementation and low computational
cost [28,29]. However, rule-based EMS are less adaptive to varying driving conditions
but easy to implement in real-time. The major drawback of rule-based EMS is instability
in applying the same algorithm to different power trains and source architectures [30].
Calibration is necessary to update the control parameters for a specified range of any
driving profile [17]. The rule-based strategy’s drawbacks are detailed with a battery–SC
hybrid-source-based EV, where defined rules may fail to allocate the power between the
sources during varying driving conditions. The battery experiences fluctuating current
demands to meet varying driving profiles [31]. A low-pass or high-pass filter splits the load
power demand to perform energy management among the sources. The fixed filter cuts off
frequency outcomes in a less adaptive EMS in battery–SC EVs. Castaings et al. developed
an EMS with a fixed frequency-multiplier rule-based strategy [32]. The fixed frequency
of the filter reduces the flexibility of the system. EMS utilizes three cut-off frequencies
for a battery–SC hybrid EV where the frequencies are selected based on the variations in
SCSOC [33]. However, fluctuating load power may result in less efficient power allocation.
EMS with optimized and adaptive control variables further improve the power allocation
among hybrid sources.

Dynamic EMS ensure an adaptive control of the hybrid energy management with
optimized source operations. Offline optimization strategies include dynamic program-
ming (DP) [34], particle swarm optimization (PSO) [35], and genetic algorithm (GA) [36],
which achieve optimal solutions but face drawbacks in real-time implementations. How-
ever, online optimized strategies, such as Equivalent Consumption Minimization Strategy
(ECMS) [37] and Model Predictive Control (MPC) [38], result in optimal outcomes based
on accuracy in modelling and equivalence factor selections. Future driving profile require-
ments and the design of complex modelling are significant drawbacks of these strategies.
AI-based Fuzzy EMS control achieves improved performance with a trade-off between op-
timality and ease of control [39]. Trovao et al. discuss a Battery–SC-powered three-wheeler
with a fuzzy-based EMS to accomplish an effective power allocation; however, the lack of
an effective DC bus voltage regulation creates a severe concern in the motor drive [40].

The proposed work presents a novel intelligent fuzzy-logic-based power allocation
algorithm to allocate load power among the battery, SC, and PV in the HSEV. The state
machine control (SMC) strategy [41] and frequency-decoupling strategy (FDS) [42] are
discussed in the result analysis to analyze the effectiveness of the proposed EMS for a
battery–SC–PV powered electric vehicle. The adaptiveness of these existing strategies to
handle the effects of varying driving conditions is inadequate. The motivation behind
the proposed EMS is to develop a hybrid source system that efficiently manages the
variations in driving and environmental conditions. The control strategy aims to achieve
flexible and reliable energy management and ensure optimal battery operation for different
driving (driver, vehicle, and environmental) conditions across the globe. The strategy
considers fluctuations in load current with an absolute energy-sharing algorithm. Overall,
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a hybrid-source-powered EV is designed to improve energy efficiency and enhance the
goal of sustainable transportation. The significant contributions of our proposed work are
summarized as follows:

• Design and modelling of an Intelligent Hybrid-Source Energy Management Strategy
(IHSEMS) for a Battery–SC–PV hybrid-source EV based on absolute energy sharing to
ensure an effective and optimal power allocation without any complex modelling and
data collection.

• Investigation of EV technical and economic parameters of proposed IHSEMS com-
pared with BEVs and standard EMS.

• Stabilization of DC bus voltage and minimization of fluctuations during varying
driving and environmental conditions.

• Contrary to the existing EMSs (SMC [41] and FDS [42]), the proposed work is highly
adaptive and effective towards different driving and environmental conditions. It
improves the SC utilization and reduces the RMS battery current with a downsized
battery capacity, without compromising the vehicle range.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 depicts the energy
management system description and strategies of the proposed hybrid-source EV. Detailed
parameters and the structure of each component of the system are explained in this section.
The concept of the proposed energy management strategy and the technical and economic
parameter evaluations are also detailed. Simulation verification and its performance
assessments are included in Section 3, which investigates the importance of the proposed
work, and a detailed techno-economic analysis is conducted. The paper concludes with
Section 4.

2. Energy Management System and Strategies

The literature shows that optimum power allocation in the hybrid system significantly
improves vehicle performance. The EMS controls the system’s overall performance with
reduced fuel and energy consumption [43,44], which improves battery longevity, driving
range, etc. (as explained in Section 2.3), depending on the power train configuration of a
hybrid source, as shown in Figure 1. The power train includes the parallel connection of
pure electric sources (Battery, Supercapacitor, and PV), DC–DC and DC–AC converters,
electric motor, and mechanical transmission coupled to the rear wheels.

Figure 1. Power train of hybrid source system in electric 3W vehicle.

The schematic structure of a hybrid electric three-wheeler is divided into three major
sections:power demand, hybrid source, and the energy management system, as shown
in Figure 2. The power demand profile consists of the environment (wind velocity),
driver (accelerator and brake), and load (EV motor power) conditions, as expressed in the
mathematical equations (Equations (1)–(3)). A hybrid source supports the power demand
profile, and the contributions of each source are detailed in Section 2.2.
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Figure 2. Schematic structure of hybrid-source energy management in electric three-wheeler.

2.1. Dynamics of Electric Vehicle

Figure 3 shows the longitudinal vehicle motion and its modeling with the dynamic
equation. Table 1 shows the required parameters of an electric three-wheeler to calculate
load demand [40,45]. The hybrid source supplies the required load demand estimated using
a dynamic equation. The load demand during traction (PL1) and braking (PL2) intervals
are depicted in Equations (1) and (2), respectively [44]. The PLT (Equation (3)) is the total
load power demand, including different resistive forces such as rolling resistance (friction
on tire), aerodynamic drag (air resistance on the vehicle), and grade (opposes the motion
during a road slope). These combined forces oppose the vehicle’s motion during driving
and support it during braking. Moreover, the motor power overcomes the resistive force
and accelerates the vehicle with the desired velocity.

Table 1. Design parameters of electric vehicle.

Sl No Parameters Symbols Values

1 Vehicle category L5M auto
2 Seating capacity Driver + 3 seaters
3 Kerb weight M0 450 kg
4 Gross weight (with full capacity) M 800 kg
5 Gradability α 10°
6 Average velocity V 40 km/h
7 Frontal area AF 2 m2

8 Rolling coefficient fr 0.01
9 Drag coefficient CD 0.5

10 Air density ρ 1.225 kg/m3

11 Roof area AR 5 m2

12 Acceleration due to gravity g 9.81 m/s2

13 Efficiency of hybrid system (%) ηHESS 95
14 Transmission efficiency (%) ηT 90
15 Motor drive efficiency (%) ηM 85
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Figure 3. Dynamics of electric three-wheeler vehicle.

PL1 =

(
M · g · fr · cos(α) + 1

2 · ρ · A f · CD · V2 + M · g · sin(α) + λ · M · dV
dt

)
· V

ηHESS · ηT · ηM
(1)

PL2 =

(
M · g · fr · cos(α) +

1
2
· ρ · A f · CD · V2 + M · g · sin(α) + λ · M · dV

dt

)
· V · ηR (2)

PLT = PL1 + PL2 (3)

where M is the gross weight of the vehicle, g the acceleration due to gravity, fr the rolling
resistance coefficient, α the gradeability, ρ the air density, A f the frontal area of the vehicle,
CD the drag coefficient, V the velocity of the vehicle, λ the rotational inertia constant ηR
the regenerative braking efficiency, ηHESS the hybrid system efficiency, ηT the transmission
efficiency, and ηM the motor drive efficiency.

Standard driving profiles were used in the modeling to mimic the actual driving
conditions. A combination of three standard driving profiles performs as the best test
bench for any EV: NYCC (New York City cycle), Artemis Urban, and WLTP-1 (Worldwide
Harmonized Light Vehicles Test Procedure). Figure 4 shows the combined driving profiles
(CDP), where NYCC and Artemis Urban cycles fluctuate highly, and the WLTP class-1 cycle
has fewer fluctuations [46]. This complicated CDP highlights the importance of EMS.
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Figure 4. Velocity profile of NYCC, Artemis Urban, and WLTP class-1.

2.2. Properties of Hybrid Sources

However, the proposed work focuses on the EMS of the hybrid sources. A combination
of Battery, SC, and PV are utilized as hybrid sources in the proposed HSEV. Table 2 shows
the parameters of each source, and the detailed power-sharing description of each source
follows in this section. The multi-input fully active bidirectional buck-boost converter inter-
connects the DC bus with the Battery and SC, and the DC–DC boost converter connects
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the Solar PV with an MPPT control algorithm, as shown in Figure 5. EMS optimizes the
battery’s energy consumption by optimizing SC and PV energy in the system. Further-
more, the ratings, weight, life, and other technical (Section 2.4) and economic (Section 2.5)
parameters of the battery are compared with BEV.

Table 2. Design parameters of hybrid sources.

Sl No Components Parameters Values Values

1 Lithium-ion battery Cell type 3.2 V, 2.6 Ah, LFP cell
2 Battery capacity CB 5.4 kWh
3 Rated voltage VB 36 V
4 Specific energy eB 151 Wh/kg

5 Supercapacitor Module ratings 32 V, 250 F
6 Maximum current ISCmax 1900 A
7 Specific energy eSC 3.65 Wh/kg

8 Solar PV PV array power 965.6 W
9 Voltage at maximum power VPV 34 V
10 Current at maximum power IPV 28.4 A
11 Total panel area APV 4.8 m2

Figure 5. Circuit diagram of proposed EMS of hybrid-source electric vehicle.

Lithium-ion cells are arranged in series and parallel to achieve high energy density and
ensure normal battery pack operation. An open circuit voltage (OCV)-internal resistance
equivalent circuit battery model is considered in the further analysis [22,24]. The equation
for battery cells and pack are as mentioned in Equation (4), [13]. Lithium-ion batteries are
the primary source of the proposed EV. Table 2 shows the parameters of the lithium-ion
battery pack. The battery function in the hybrid EV system is to provide a long driving
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range. Due to their high energy density, batteries can support the vehicle during average
power demands.

BC = npBc · CBc; RB = nsBc · RBc/MB; VB = nsBc · VBc (4)

where npBc and nsBc represent the number of battery cells in parallel and series, BC and CBc
are the nominal capacity, RB and RBc are the internal resistances, VB and VBc are the voltage
of the battery pack and battery cell, respectively.

The high power density of SC plays a significant role in electric vehicle applications.
The SC module is designed mainly to reduce the stress of the primary source in the hybrid
system (i.e., the battery) by handling sudden peak power demands and absorbing the
regenerative braking energy. The proposed work combines a 12-series configuration of
MAXWELL 3000F, 2.7 V cells to form the SC module. The parameters of the SC module are
related to the SC cells as mentioned in Equation (5), [16]. The behavior of the SC pack can
be represented by a first-order electrical element, which constitutes an open-circuit voltage
(OCV), internal resistance (RSc), and capacitance (CSc). The capacitance, in parallel with an
internal resistance, represents leakage of the SC model [47,48]. The parameters of SC are
shown in Table 2. Due to its long life cycle (1,000,000 cycles), the degradation of SC is not
considered [43].

CSC = npSc · CSc/nsSc; RSC = nsSc · RSc/npSc; VSC = nsSc · VSc (5)

where npSc and nsSc represent the number of SC cells in parallel and series, CSC and CSc
are the nominal capacity, VSC and VSc are the nominal voltage, and RSC and RSc are the
internal resistances of the SC module and SC cell, respectively.

Figure 6 shows the high fluctuating irradiance and ambient temperature environmen-
tal conditions to exhibit the system’s response. Solar energy is highly recommended for
electric vehicles to improve energy efficiency. Photovoltaic (PV) panels are employed to
trap the solar energy. A PV array is a group of PV modules connected in series and parallel.
Table 2 shows the parameters of PV panels employed in this work. The area of solar panels
is selected based on the vehicle roof area as listed in Table 1 [49]. The MPPT algorithm
extracts maximum power during irradiance and temperature fluctuation. PV supports the
primary source battery and maintains the energy demand. The output current of the PV
module is depicted in Equation (6). The PV peak power and load energy calculations of
the HSEV are as follows in Equation (7) [21]. The impact of PV power is reflected in BECM
(Equation (7)), which shows the reduction in battery energy consumption per month with
the inclusion of PV panels over the vehicle, and is summarized in Table 3.

IPV = np · IPH − np · IRS ·
[

exp
(VPV+IPV ·RS)

(VTH ·ns)
−1
]
− (VPV + IPV · RS)

RSH
(6)

where VPV and IPV represent the output PV voltage and current of the module, np and ns
are the number of parallel and series connected panels. IPH is the photo-current, IRS is the
module reverse saturation current, VTH is the diode thermal voltage, and RS, RSH are the
series and shunt resistance, respectively.

WP =
Ir · A · ηPV

100
; LECDay = ECDc · NDc; BECM = TECM − EPVM (7)

where WP is the installed peak PV panel power, ηPV is the PV conversion efficiency, LECDay
represents the load energy consumption per day, ECDc is the energy consumption per
driving cycle, NDc is the number of driving cycles needed to complete the total expected
drive per day, and BECM, TECM, and EPVM are the battery energy consumption, total
energy consumption, and PV energy consumption per month, respectively.
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Figure 6. Irradiance (blue), ambient temperature (red).

Table 3. Cases of electric vehicle drive.

Sl no Parameters Case-I Case-II Case-III

1 Daily energy demand (Wh) 3445 3445 3445
2 Monthly energy demand (Wh) 124,020 124,020 124,020
3 Monthly PV energy generation (Wh) 63,600 31,800 0
4 Monthly battery energy consumption (Wh) 60,420 92,220 124,020
5 Daily 3W EV drive distance(km) 100 100 100
6 Daily PV range (km) 60 30 0

2.3. Proposed Energy Management Strategy

This section examines the challenges in several EMS approaches. A hybrid-source
system follows the deterministic rule-based strategy for ease in real-time operation, which
limits the source performance [50]. The vehicle needs an adaptive and flexible control
strategy under varying driving conditions. If EMS does not take the driving profile and
source parameters into account, this may lead to an unstable system. This affects the
battery’s performance and life, as mentioned in Section 2.4 on the technical and Section 2.5
on the economic aspects. The two standard EMS, (1) SMC [41] and (2) FDS [42], illustrate
the significance of the proposed EMS. The SMC includes eight states to control energy
management using hysteresis switching, which delays the system’s response during sudden
load changes [41]. The FDS performs the energy management by providing low-frequency
load demands to the battery and high frequency to SC using a fixed-frequency low-pass
filter, which reduces adaptivity and flexibility during varying driving conditions [42]. A
more detailed comparison of EMS is given in Section 3.2.

The proposed EMS ensures each source’s effective utilization by considering the
impact of varying driving conditions. The energy generated from each source is used in
the algorithm and allocated in an optimal ratio to meet load power demand. The main
optimization parameter is the absolute energy of low- and high-frequency components. The
present research highlights the significance of the proposed absolute energy sharing scheme
(as in Equations (12) and (13)). The variation in low- and high-frequency absolute energy
is monitored throughout the driving cycle. The control algorithm is assigned to modify
the energy management ratio between the sources. An intelligent fuzzy logic strategy
enables absolute energy sharing of sources as membership functions; therefore, it is named
an Intelligent Hybrid-Source Energy Management System (IHSEMS). The function of the
proposed EMS is not limited to hybrid-source energy management; moreover, it maintains
SCSOC, as mentioned in Section 3.2.1. The proposed EMS improves the EV’s long-term
economy by providing the SC throughout the driving cycle and reducing battery capacity
losses and stress.

The fuzzy control strategy makes the control process more realistic and particularly
suitable for controlling nonlinear systems [50]. An intelligent fuzzy logic control strategy
improves the battery’s range, performance, safety, and life cycle. The proposed control
strategy focuses on monitoring the charging levels (source conditions), load current fluc-
tuations (driving conditions), maximum current (C-rate), and irradiance (environmental
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conditions), and creates an optimum cut-off frequency for the low-pass filter to ensure an
effective power-sharing strategy. In EVs, the load current continuously varies. Fuzzy logic
works to split the combined power PC between the battery and SC while changing the
cut-off frequencies. The fuzzy system consists of four inputs and one output parameter: the
low-frequency absolute energy (Abs ELF), high-frequency absolute energy (Abs EHF), SC
state of charge (SCSOC), battery cell temperature (TC) and the cut-off frequency (FCUTOFF),
respectively. Further, the above fuzzy parameters are defined into three membership
functions: Low, Medium, and High, as shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Input and output membership functions of fuzzy controller.

IHSEMS allocates the load power among each source based on various driving condi-
tions. Equation (8) explains the total power handled by the hybrid sources.

PT = PB + PSC + PPV = PC + PPV = PLT (8)

where PT is the total power from hybrid sources, PB, PSC, and PPV are battery, SC, and
PV power, respectively, and PC is the combined power of the battery and SC. Equation (9)
shows the battery’s and SC’s combined power.

PC = PB + PSC = PLT − PPV (9)

The adaptive low-pass filter (LPF) separates the load fluctuations into low and high
reference currents. The battery and SC handle low (steady-state) and high (transient)
frequency load current, respectively, as shown in Equation (10). The total current supplied
from hybrid sources is shown in Equation (11).

ILF = IC · (2 · π · fc)

(s + 2 · π · fc)
; IHF = IC − ILF (10)

IT = ILF + IHF + IPV (11)

where, ILF, IHF are low-frequency and high-frequency current, fc is the cut-off frequency of
LPF, IC is the total current demand and IT is the sum of current from the battery, SC, and
PV to meet the load current.
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Equation (12) explains the absolute energy of low- and high-frequency currents. Abs
(ELF) and Abs (EHF) are the absolute energy generated by the battery and SC, respectively.
The fuzzy controller limits the cut-off frequency considering the source and load condi-
tions to satisfy an effective absolute energy sharing between the sources. This sustains
the SC’s participation (the SC handles the high-frequency power) during sudden peaks,
fluctuating power, and regenerative braking energy intervals. The absolute energy of the
high-frequency component is higher than the low-frequency components of the load power,
as shown in Equation (13). The flowchart of the absolute energy sharing algorithm is
explained in Figure 8, where the cut-off frequency optimizes the energy sharing among
each source, considering the fluctuations in driving and source conditions.

Figure 8. Flowchart of absolute energy-sharing algorithm.

Abs(ELF) = Abs(
∫
(PLF)dt); Abs(EHF) = Abs(

∫
(PHF)dt) (12)

Abs(EHF)− Abs(ELF) > 0 (13)

where PLF and PHF are the low- and high-frequency load power components.
As shown in Figure 2, the controller consists of the outer voltage and inner current

control loop for the battery and SC, which satisfies the battery’s and SC’s dynamics. The
inner SC current loop operates faster than the outer voltage control loop to ensure the
stability of the overall control system [42]. The outer voltage loop operates to stabilize
constant DC bus voltage [27]. The IHSEMS generates the reference power for each source
and utilizes a controller to generate the switching pulses required for the DC–DC converters.
Thus, the IHSEMS ensures efficient power flow respective to absolute energy sharing. The
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PI controllers of each loop provide the desired phase margin at the required bandwidth for
ensuring system stability based on frequency domain specifications [42]. The small-signal
modelling (SSM) of the converter system generates PI values of each controller loop using
the MATLAB SISO tool [51]. PI controllers reduce the error of reference versus actual source
current. PWM derives the duty ratio for converters and generates the switching pulses for
each converter DB and DSC. The P&O MPPT algorithm generates switching pulses for the
PV boost converter [27].

2.4. Technical Evaluation

(a) Battery peak power reduction (BPPR): The peak battery power demand (BP) increases
the battery C-rates (IB/CB) and reduces the life (Equation (22)) [13,44]. The percentage
reduction in battery peak power is expressed as follows:

BPPR (%) = (
BP − BPEMS

BP
) · 100 (14)

where BPEMS is the peak battery power with hybrid EMS. The EMS ensures optimal
battery operation to enhance the longevity of the battery cells. Battery downsizing (re-
duction in battery size) is possible by reducing the peak power demand by employing
the suitable EMS [52].

(b) Battery capacity reduction (BCR): Describes the percentage reduction in battery capac-
ity (BC) [52].

BCR (%) = (
BC − BCEMS

BC
) · 100 (15)

where BCEMS is the battery capacity of Hybrid EMS. Reduction in battery capacity
could be achieved by utilizing SC and PV as hybrid sources in HSEV to share the
power demand.

(c) Battery di/dt reduction(BIR): Rate of change of battery current (di/dt) and the percent-
age reduction are expressed in Equations (16) and (17), respectively, which determines
the stress on the battery.

di/dt (A/s) =
Imax − Imin
tmax − tmin

(16)

BIR (%) = (
di/dtBEV − di/dtEMS

di/dtBEV
) · 100 (17)

where Imax and Imin are the maximum and minimum battery current. Tmax and Tmin
are the respective time instants of maximum and minimum battery current. di/dtBEV
and di/dtEMS are the di/dt ratio of BEVs and EMS, respectively. Battery internal stress
directly depends on the C-rates and the battery’s current fluctuation rate [53]. Higher
and sudden variations in battery current cause the development of Li+ concentration,
and more non-uniform and steeper gradients in the film [54].

(d) Battery RMS current reduction (BRIR): Battery RMS current reduction % can be
calculated using Equation (18), and its reduction extends the battery life [30]. RMS
current is a vital factor that affects battery life and gives a rough estimation of the
battery ohmic losses [55]. The system’s overall losses and efficiency highly depend on
the RMS current. BRIR, by employing the suitable hybrid source in EVs, decelerates
battery capacity degradation.

BRIR(%) = (
BRI − BRIEMS

BRI
) · 100 (18)

where BRIR is the battery RMS current reduction percentage, BRI is the battery RMS
current and BRIEMS is the battery RMS current with EMS.
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(e) Battery capacity loss (BCL): Instantaneous battery capacity loss, battery capacity loss,
and total capacity losses are evaluated with Equations (19)–(21), respectively [44,56].

BδQloss(k) = 9.78 × 10−4 · (
Abs(IB,k) · Ts · exp

(−15162+1516·Crate,k)
(0·849·R·T) · Q−0.1779

loss,(k−1)

3600
) (19)

BQloss = F(Crrate · T · Ah · N · DOD) = B(Crate) · exp p
(−Ea(Crate))

(R·T) · (Ah(N))z (20)

BQloss(k) = 0.0032 · exp(
(−15162 + 1516 · Crate(k))

R · (T + 273)
· Ah(k)z; (21)

where IB is the battery current, Ts is the sampling interval, BδQloss
is the instantaneous

battery capacity loss, BQloss is the battery capacity loss, R is the gas constant (J/mol K),
T is the absolute temperature (K), Ah is the Ah-throughput, z is the power-law factor
(0.828), Crate is the battery charge/discharge rate, and DOD is the battery depth of
discharge.
The capacity loss of a lithium-ion battery determines the life of the battery. Reduction
in capacity from the initial capacity (100%) must be less than 20% to achieve optimal
battery operation for EV applications. The end of life (EOL) of a battery is defined as
whenever the battery capacity reaches less than 80% of its initial capacity [57]. The
Arrhenius degradation model [58] is used to depict the battery degradation, and the
model explains how the battery temperature, depth of discharge (DOD), current rate
Crate, RMS current, and BIR (di/dt) highly deteriorate the battery life and increase the
BDC Equation (28) [13,30].

(f) Battery lifespan (BLS): The significant impact on battery life is due to the battery
capacity loss, as expressed in Equation (22) for a lithium-ion battery [44].

BLS = (
20%

QlossD · Dday · 365
) (22)

where QlossD is the capacity loss at each distance and Dday is the average traveled
distance per day. The highly fluctuating NYCC cycle was selected to analyze extreme
battery degradation and life. However, the present analysis thoroughly studied
EV battery LS for different hybrid EMS versus BEVs under uniform environmental
conditions. In a Li-ion battery, if the capacity loss exceeds 20%, or the capacity goes
below 80% of the nominal capacity, it is unsuitable for EV application. Battery lifespan
improvement (BLSI) derives the battery life extension for the hybrid EMS compared
to BEVs.

(g) DC bus voltage fluctuations(DCBVF): Equation (23) expresses the percentage variation
of the peak-to-peak DC bus voltage fluctuation [27] as follows:

DCBVF (%) = (
Vmax − Vmin

Vbus
) · 100 (23)

where Vbus is the DC bus voltage and Vmax and Vmin are the maximum and minimum
DC bus voltage. The difference gives the peak-to-peak value of the bus voltage. DC
bus voltage fluctuations have severe impacts on the EV motor performance [23]. The
difference between the maximum and minimum DC bus voltage gives the peak-
to-peak value of the bus voltage. DC–DC converter with optimal EMS ensures a
stabilized DC bus voltage.
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(h) Optimum battery size (BOS): The battery size provides a standard driving range to
run a vehicle without PV irradiance for a day. The nsBc and npBc are selected as 10 and
58, respectively, to meet the required average power demand and nominal voltage.

BOS, nsBc · npBc >=
(ρ · A f · CD · V2 + 2 · M · g · fr) · D

2 · ηHESS · ηT · ηM · 3600 · CBc · VBc − (2 · MBc · g · fr)
(24)

where D is the minimum EV driving range in km and MBc is the mass of the battery
cell in kg.
The battery size of HSEVs can be reduced by 26.72% compared to BEVs available
in the market, as shown in Table 2. The derived battery size from Equation (1) and
expressed in Equation (24) would provide the standard driving range even under
adverse conditions. Additionally, the proposed vehicle can accommodate a PV panel.
The output power ratings of PV are analyzed analytically in Section 3.1, considering
different weather conditions.

(i) Battery State of charge (BSOC): Charge levels in the battery are decided by the SOC.
Improvement in energy economy is reflected in the battery SOC levels.

BSOC = BSOC0 −
∫ IB

BC
(25)

where BSOC0 is the initial battery SOC and IB and BC are the battery current and
capacity.

(j) SC State of charge (SCSOC): SCs operate with higher efficiency at higher SOC. In order
to achieve a better SC performance, SOC should not go below 40% and over 100%.
The relationship between SCSOC and voltage is shown in Equation (26) [14].

SCSOC = (USC/VSC)
2 (26)

where USC and VSC are the working voltage and nominal voltage of the SC module,
respectively.

(k) PV range (PVR): As per the Indian electric 3W standard test case, the average driving
range is 100 km per day [59]. PV energy per day directly impacts both the range and
battery energy savings.

PVRange =
EPVday

ECR
(27)

where ECR is the energy consumption rate in Wh/km, EPVday is PV energy per day in
Wh and PVR is the total PV range.

2.5. Economy Evaluation

(a) EV Battery degradation cost (BDC) is the measure of battery replacement and mainte-
nance cost from its capacity and instantaneous capacity loss (Equation (19)) [44,60].

BDC =
BC · VB · PriceBAT · BδQloss(k)

(1000) · (0.2)
(INR) (28)

(b) EV Electricity cost (EC) is the cost associated with energy utilized (Esource) during the
battery’s charging. EC depends on the per unit cost (kWh), the battery size (Ah), and
SOC (%) as expressed below [61]:

EC =
Esource · PricekWh

(1000)
(INR) (29)

(c) EV Total operation cost (TOC) describes the cost associated with battery degradation
with time and energy usage. The battery degradation cost (BDC) and electricity cost
(EC) of EVs determine the total operation cost of the vehicle.
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TOC = BDC + EC(INR) (30)

where PriceBAT is the per-kWh battery price in India, PricekWh is the average price
of electricity cost per kWh, BC is the battery capacity, and VB is the battery voltage.
BδQloss

is evaluated with Equation (19).

3. Results and Discussions of EMS

The proposed energy management system (Section 2) of the HSEV disengages the
battery from the effects of driving conditions, whether (1) vehicle-related (acceleration, de-
celeration, braking), (2) driver-related (driving pattern, route planning), or (3) environment-
related (temperature, irradiance, wind, road terrain) factors. Hence, it improves the bat-
tery’s longevity and avoids frequent battery replacement or maintenance [62].

The proposed IHSEMS are detailed in this section with the outcomes that manage the
effective power allocation among the hybrid sources for varying CDP. Table 4 assesses a
detailed comparison between the IHSEMS versus BEVs, SMCs, and FDS. In this work, an
electric three-wheeler exhibits the significance and effectiveness of IHSEMS. Figure 4 shows
an NYCC, Artemis Urban, WLTP class-1 CDP that serves to test the IHSEMS, since their
driving conditions match with the three-wheeler’s average velocity. The average velocities
and distances covered by each profile were 11.4 km/h and 1.90 km (NYCC), 17.7 km/h
and 4.874 km (Artemis Urban), 25 km/h and 8.091 km (WLTP class-1), respectively. The
following initial conditions for the initial BSOC0 = 50%, and SCSOC = 86%, were considered
for testing. The PV irradiance and temperature remain highly fluctuating to indicate the
varying environmental conditions. The conversion efficiency of the PV panels was selected
at 20% as per the availability in the market [4,63]. IHSEMS allocated the power among
the battery, supercapacitor, and solar PV and was implemented in a MATLAB/Simulink
environment. Moreover, the effects of variation in solar irradiance were mitigated by the
SC and regulated the bus voltage with reduced fluctuations, as discussed in Section 3.1.
In Section 3.2.1, the technical, and in Section 3.2.2, the economic parameters are detailed,
along with their impact on the driving conditions of EVs [14].

Figure 9 shows the absolute energy sharing of battery, SC, and PV energy towards the
load energy demand. Energy sharing among each source ensures that the SC is available
throughout the vehicle journey to handle the high-frequency load and regenerative energy.
IHSEMS manages the energy, assigning the SC with higher absolute energy and ensuring
maximum utilization at any driving condition considering the SOC. Therefore, the system
adaptively varies the power allocation, such as low-fluctuating highway drive and high-
fluctuating city drive. An absolute energy-sharing algorithm reflects the impact and ensures
the stress-free and optimal battery operation of the HSEV.
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Figure 9. Absolute energy sharing profiles.

Figure 10 describes the load power versus cut-off frequency adaption. The cut-off
frequency and load power for the CDP were analyzed to show the significance of the
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proposed IHSEMS. NYCC and Artemis Urban cycle show city driving cases with higher
load fluctuations due to traffic conditions. Since the load fluctuations are higher during
the NYCC and Artemis Urban cycles, the cut-off frequency was optimized to ensure SC
energy availability, and the battery achieved optimal operation throughout the cycle. The
SC managed the sudden and peak load power demands in this driving interval and thus,
in return, ensured a safe battery operation. The lower cut-off frequency was seen during
the WLTP class-1 cycle, where the fluctuation was low compared to the other two cycles.
The battery could manage such low fluctuations with the selected cut-off frequency, and
the SC was used for the subsequent high-fluctuating driving intervals. Figure 10 shows
a reduced cut-off frequency during the WLTP cycle to satisfy the energy optimization
condition (Equation (13)) for varying driving conditions.
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Figure 10. Cut-off frequency derived for the CDP.

The primary task of IHSEMS is to ensure optimal power allocation among each source,
as shown in Figures 11 and 12. Figure 11 shows the battery discharge power remained
under 5 kW throughout the driving period. The SC handled peak load power during
t = 212 s, 1140 s, which helped to drop the battery C-rates. Most of the regenerative energy
[time = 1130 s–1160 s, 2275 s–2375 s] was absorbed by the SC, which reduced the battery’s
recurring charge and discharges to extend its life. Figure 12 shows the energy sharing of the
proposed IHSEMS where the SC energy is reserved for transient load conditions throughout
the CDP based on the varying driving conditions. Moreover, the battery contributed more
to smooth energy consumption during time the interval t = 2200 s–2500 s (under WLTP
class-1) by assigning the SC to handle even minor fluctuations in the load demand, as
shown in Figure 12. Overall, smooth battery energy consumption enables the stress-free
operation of the battery during a sudden fall or rise in PV power.
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Figure 11. Comparison of battery, SC, PV, and load power (BEV) with IHSEMS.
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3.1. Impact of PV Power

PV energy is chosen based on energy consumption from actual locations with real
environmental conditions. Figure 13a,b show the map of the selected location for analysis
(Bangalore-12.9716° N, 77.5946° E) and the monthly PV energy generation of Bangalore
(India) throughout the year, respectively [64]. The PV energy generation considers an
installed peak PV power [Wp] of 965.6 W (Equation (7)) for an area of 4.8 m2 [49,64]. It is
evident from Figure 13b that PV energy generation is highest during March (143.63 kWh)
and lowest during November (103.12 kWh). The yearly average PV energy production at
Bangalore is 1455.07 kWh under a fixed panel arrangement. However, PV energy consumed
by vehicles is significantly lower due to the shading on roads and parking spaces which
reduces solar irradiance. Centeno et al. (2021) reported the annual average irradiance
loss of 20% and 50% during driving and parking due to shading, respectively [65]. Three
cases with different PV irradiance and vehicle drive conditions were examined to show the
significance of PV energy in HSEV. Scheduling of the daily NYCC driving cycle of electric
3W energy management is shown in Table 3. The daily standard 100 km driver’s driving
cycle needs to drive 53 times that of the NYCC driving cycle [44].

(a) (b)

Figure 13. PV energy generation (kWh). (a) Map of selected location for the analysis (Bangalore-12.9716°
N, 77.5946° E). (b) PV energy generation (kWh) at Bangalore, India throughout the year.

This section explores varying environmental conditions, such as sudden irradiance
change. PV power constantly fluctuates due to the varying irradiance and temperature.
An MPPT supports achieving maximum power at each irradiance level. An increase in
irradiance from 0 to 1000 W/m2 at t = 221 s, and a decrease from 1000 to 0 W/m2 at
t = 257 s verify sudden PV power variations. The power allocation of IHSEMS described
in Figure 14a includes the load power, battery power, SC power, and PV power. IHSEMS
took care of the load demand at t = 221s, where PV irradiance and regenerative braking
excess power were at the bus. SC consumed this excess power at that instant by consuming
more power (-ve rise shows the sudden increase in SC charge power) to avoid disturbances
in battery power. At t = 257s, the PV irradiance suddenly reduced to zero, and traction
operation demanded a dip in power at the bus. The SC delivered more power (+ve rise
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shows the sudden increase in SC discharge power) to avoid fluctuations in battery power.
This strategy ensures a smooth battery operation during rising and falling PV irradiance
and load variations. Similarly, Figure 14b shows the same load fluctuation as discussed
in Figure 14a. However, the PV power is considered zero to analyze the impact of energy
management during the same load fluctuations but with different environmental conditions.
Under zero PV irradiance, the SC does not take additional charge or discharge currents
as in the case of Figure 14a. Three different driving cases were considered based on the
instant of the driving time in a day, and are as follows:
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(a) Power comparison with PV irradiance variations.
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Figure 14. Power allocation of IHSEMS for sudden variation in solar irradiance (a) at zero PV power;
(b) under NYCC driving cycle.

Case I: Where daily average PV irradiance is available for charging;

Case II: Where half of daily average PV irradiance is available for charging;

Case III: Where zero daily average PV irradiance is available for charging.

In the first case, an average drive of a 3W is 100 km under a full sunshine hour (PV
power = full). The driving schedule scenario and energy consumption of the first case are
shown in Table 3. An additional 20% energy consumption for varying driving profiles
(driver/route/road terrain, etc.) is considered in the analysis. In the second case, an
average drive of a 3W is 100 km under a half-sunshine hour (PV power = half). In the third
case, an average drive of a 3W is 100 km during night time (PV power = 0).

Table 3 summarizes different cases, and it is clear that when compared with a BEV,
a hybrid EV with a PV, battery, and SC can achieve higher vehicle performance and
energy efficiency with a lower battery size. Furthermore, case-II was selected for further
analysis at a half sunshine hour and a half outside. The half sunshine hour was due to
shading obstacles during driving and parking, and variations in seasons may cause losses
in irradiance (nearly 60–70% losses) [63]. In order to match the actual scenario, all the
environmental and driving conditions are considered in this paper. In tropical countries
where irradiance is very high throughout the year, the battery charging from the grid could
be reduced. Further, PV could manage the daily commute of the vehicle, and the battery
could be used as an emergency source. PV saves time for charging and also shifts the
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attitude of EV users who are hesitant to use EVs due to the shortage of EV charging stations
and high charging time. In the future, the position of PV power in transportation systems
will be high because, according to the Paris Agreement, all countries will reduce their global
peaks of greenhouse gas emissions as soon as possible to achieve global climate change by
2050 [6]. A further increase in PV module conversion efficiency and reduction in PV cell
cost can improve the EV energy efficiency to a large extent [66].

3.2. Techno-Economic Analysis

The comparison of technical parameters and economy analysis exhibits the significance
of the hybrid-source EMS strategy. Various EMSs strategies:

(1) IHSEMS;
(2) SMC [41];
(3) FDS [42]; and
(4) BEV

have been evaluated for a fair and guaranteed comparison. The analysis also presents
a BEV configuration to highlight the superiority of hybrid-source EVs. An NYCC cycle
showed the best urban driving profile, as shown in Figure 4. Therefore, it was selected for
technical and economic comparison of EMS [44] below (Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2).

3.2.1. Technical Performance Comparison of EMSs

This subsection compares specific performance parameters of BEVs, existing EMS,
and proposed EMS. Figure 15 illustrates the battery current and capacity loss performance
under the NYCC cycle for three different hybrid EMS. The battery-only (BEV) configuration
was also analyzed to illustrate the significance of hybrid sources in EVs. It is clear from
Figure 15a that FDS and IHSEMS appear similar. However, FDS failed to reduce the average
battery current at t = 300 s–350 s, 400 s–450 s, and 520 s–560 s, which eventually reflects in
the battery degradation, and the IHSEMS performed better in reducing battery capacity
loss than all strategies, as shown in Figure 15b. IHSEMS reduced frequent battery charging
events and thus achieved a decelerated battery degradation. Hence, the battery capacity
loss was reduced by 48.10% in comparison with the BEV under the NYCC cycle, where the
capacity loss is evaluated with Equation (19) and depicted in Section 2.4(e).
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Figure 15. Comparison of BEV, SMC, FDS, and IHSEMS in terms of battery current (a) and battery
capacity loss (b) under NYCC driving cycle.
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Figure 16a,b illustrate two different time intervals for peak load power and sudden
fluctuations in the battery power profile. The SC absorbs the transient conditions and
prevents the battery from reaching higher C-rates and fluctuations. During the time
interval 543 s–549 s in Figure 16a, IHSEMS, SMC, and FDS reduced the respective peak
battery power by 50.20%, 48.33%, and 27.12% compared to BEVs as per Equation (14).
The effective control of C-rates in peak power instants has been found in the proposed
strategy compared to the existing EMS and BEVs. Similarly, as shown in Figure 16b, during
the interval t = 400 s–440 s, the proposed strategy effectively reduced power fluctuations
compared to the other EMS. The BIR, as discussed in Section 2.4(c) and evaluated in
Equation (17), reduced to 76.2% for IHSEMS compared to the BEV. Hence, it is evident that
battery stresses were minimized. Similarly, during t = 450 s–495 s, PV power fluctuations
were higher and reflected in the battery power of SMC and FDS strategies. However, the
proposed EMS removes the fluctuations, making the battery power profile much smoother
and decelerating the battery’s degradation. Moreover, RMS current reduction detailed in
Section 2.4(d) and expressed in Equation (18) shows the IHSEMS achieved a reduction by
46.60% compared with BEV, 37.88% compared with SMC, and 17.03% compared with FDS.
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Figure 16. Comparison of BEV, SMC, FDS, and proposed IHSEMS under NYCC driving cycle.
(a) Comparison of peak battery power for NYCC driving cycle (510 s–599 s). (b) Comparison of
power fluctuations for NYCC driving cycle (400 s–520 s).

The IHSEMS reduces the battery capacity loss and can plan the availability of SC.
Figure 17 shows the comparison of SOC of SC under the NYCC cycle for SMC, FDS, and
IHSEMS. In NYCC (urban cycle), the IHSEMS initially controlled the SC to utilize maximum
and later charges through the battery and braking energy, which was impossible through
FDS and SMC EMSs. In the IHSEMS, the final value of SCSOC was maintained at 85%
for the smooth operation of (charging and discharging) future driving cycles. Conversely,
other EMS charged the SC to its maximum SOC, which increased the battery deterioration.
Capacity loss of battery for the NYCC cycle was very low for IHSEMS compared with
other EMS, and evaluated as discussed in Section 2.4(e). The performance parameters
for BEV, SMC, FDS, and IHSEMS are explained in Table 4. Section 2.4(b) depicts the BCR,
evaluated as per Equation (15), which was 26.72% for IHSEMS compared to the BEV. The
higher fluctuations in the NYCC driving profile provided an extreme environment for
battery degradation and reduced the battery life span. To analyze the battery lifespan for
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BEV and hybrid EMSs, repeated NYCC cycles were tested and analyzed. Life span, as
discussed in Section 2.4(f), and evaluated using Equation (22), shows that a battery life
span improvement (BLSI) of 6.91%, 45.50%, and 92.68% was achieved for the hybrid EMSs
SMC, FDS, and proposed IHSEMS, respectively, compared to the BEV (Table 4).
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Figure 17. Comparison of SCSOC with SMC, FDS, and IHSEMS under NYCC driving cycle.

The bus voltage constantly fluctuates due to the sudden variations in EV load current.
Section 2.4(g) describes the DCBVF adversely affecting EV motor performance. However,
the controller brings back the system stability with a fast response. Figure 18 shows the
comparison of DCBVF with BEV, SMC, FDS, and IHSEMS under the NYCC cycle. DCBVF
of BEV was higher compared to SMC, FDS, and IHSEMS, and was 13.19%, 10.90%, 5.20%,
and 2.05%, respectively, as tabulated in Table 4. The proposed EMS reduces the DCBVF
as evaluated using Equation (23) by maximum utilization of the SC during sudden load
changes. The lower DCBVF (nearly 2%) in IHSEMS highly recommends an efficient motor
drive system.
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Figure 18. Comparison of DCBVF bus voltage fluctuations with SMC, FDS, and IHSEMS under NYCC
driving cycle.

Table 4. Performance and economy analysis of EMS.

Sl no Parameters BEV SMC FDS IHSEMS

1 Battery Peak Power (kW) 10.93 7.96 5.64 5.44
2 Battery capacity (kWh) 7.37 5.4 5.4 5.4
3 Battery di/dt (A/s) 113 98 61 26.8
4 Battery RMS current (A) 64 54.95 41.14 34.13
5 Battery Capacity Loss 4.20 × 10−5 3.92 × 10−5 2.88 × 10−5 2.18 × 10−5

6 Battery Life Span Improvement (%) - 6.91% 45.50% 92.68%
7 DC bus voltage fluctuations (%) 13.19% 10.40% 5.20% 2.05%
8 Total Operational Cost (INR.) 18.54 12.942 9.50 7.25
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3.2.2. Economy Analysis of EMSs

The battery’s technical parameters reflect the impact on economic analysis, as dis-
cussed in Section 3.2.1. Section 2.5(c)–(a) estimates the total operation cost (TOC), including
the sum of electricity cost (EC) and battery degradation cost (BDC) of the EV. Figure 19
illustrates the comparative results of EC, BDC, and TOC of the SMC, FDS, BEV, and IH-
SEMS for a 100 km drive. The proposed IHSEMS reduces the electricity cost by 52.4%
(INR. 17.31/100 km) compared to the BEV. Moreover, BEV experiences a higher battery
degradation cost and, in turn, a higher chance of replacement or maintenance. Comparison
of economic analysis, in terms of TOC, is included in Table 4. Compared to the BEV, SMC,
and FDS, the IHSEMS strategy reduces the total operation cost by 60%, 43.9%, and 23.68%,
respectively.
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Figure 19. Economic analysis of EV with SMC, FDS, BEV, and IHSEMS.

4. Conclusions

Globally, a sustainable economy depends on the rapid development of renewable
energy applications. In this context, a hybrid source with a renewable background plays a
crucial position in the transportation sector. The present work highlights the importance of
EMS for hybrid-source EVs with design and simulation modelling. The proposed IHSEMS
allocates the load power to enhance the performance of the EV. The IHSEMS effectively
manages the effects of varying driving conditions by employing an absolute energy-sharing
strategy. Incorporating solar and supercapacitors with existing BEVs improves battery life
and energy efficiency. The SMC and FDS strategies were analyzed in the comparative study.
Significant contributions and highlights of the proposed EMS are:

• The battery’s stress reduces in IHSEMS by reducing RMS current by 46.60%, 37.88%,
and 17.03% compared with BEV, SMC, and FDS methods.

• The battery peak power reduces in IHSEMS by 50.2%, 30.74%, and 3.71% compared
with BEV, SMC, and FDS methods.

• Compared to BEV, the battery capacity reduces in IHSEMS by 26.72% (7.37 kWh to
5.4 kWh).

• The IHSEMS exhibits a reduction in battery peak power, RMS current, and continuous
charge–discharge cycles, which improves the battery lifespan by 92.68%, 80.22%, and
32.40% compared with BEV, SMC, and FDS EMS, respectively.

• Economic analysis of IHSEMS shows a reduction of 60%, 43.9%, and 23.68% in total
operation cost compared to BEV, SMC, and FDS, respectively.
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The next step of this study includes the extension of the proposed methodology into
larger vehicles to highlight the PV’s capabilities to adequately cover the modern BEV’s
energy needs under normal consumption conditions (200–300 km per week) [67]. The key
to the success of such a solution is the combination of eco-friendly driving behavior (e.g.,
smooth accelerations and decelerations, low average speeds, daytime driving, parking,
and charging outdoors) with the use of marginally sufficient electric motors for the actual
transportation needs, which require a fundamental change of the current automotive
industry’s way of marketing and thinking.
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